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About Our Club
The Sydney Bush Walkers was formed in 1927 for the purpose of bringing bushwalkers together; enabling
them to appreciate the great outdoors; establishing a regard for conservation and promoting social
activities. The Club’s main activity is bushwalking but we also have other activities such a cycling, kayaking
and social events.
Our Walks Program (published quarterly features day walks on most Saturdays and Sunday, some midweek
walks and overnight weekend walks. Extended walks are organised in areas such as the Snowy Mountains,
the Warrumbungles as well as interstate i.e. Victorian Alps.
Our meetings start at 8pm and are held on Wednesday evenings (See Social Program) at Kirribilli
Neighbourhood Centre, 16 Fitzroy Street, Kirribilli (near Milsons Point Railway Station).
Visitors and prospective members are welcome

Office Bearers
Members are welcome to contact the
following officers on club matters:
President:
9419 2507 (h)

Ron Watters
wattersr@bigpond.net.au

Vice President: Ian Wolfe
612 9904 3370 (h) ianmcwolfe@hotmail.com
Secretary:

Helen MacDonald

8212 5468(h)

macdonald-helen@bigpond.com

Walks Secretary: Tony Holgate
9943 3388(h)

tholgate@optusnet.com.au

Social Secretary: Kathy Gero
9130 7263 (h)

kathymg73@gmail.com

Treasurer:

Leigh McClintock

8920 2386 (h)

mcclintock@unwired.com.au

New Members Secretary: Emmanuelle Convert
& Vivien de Remy de Courcelles
0435 030 201 (m) newmembers@sbw.org.au
Magazine Editor: Melinda Turner
4284 0616 (h)

editor@sbw.org.au

Committee Members:
Bill Hope
9960 1646(h)

bill.hope@optusnet.com.au

Delegates to Confederation:
Wilf Hilder

walkingwilf@bigpond.com

Jim Callaway

9587 8661 (h)

www.sbw.org.au

The President Says
Over the last half of April 18 new members
completed the overnight Q walk, the major
milestone on the way to continuing membership of
SBW. Congratulations. Another 3 opportunities are
coming up this month and I hope you will be joined
by many more and go on to continuing membership
Congratulations to all those SBW members who
competed in the Wild Endurance Event on 1-2 May,
raising money for the Wilderness Society who do so
much to preserve our bush walking environment.
We are impressed with your efforts.
We have reformed our membership database. To
ensure that your details are correctly recorded we
recently invited all members to verify their entry
with the Database Manager. You may do this
electronically to databasemanager@sbw.org.au or
by post to PO Box 431 Milsons Point 1565. Keeping
in touch with you about club activities is a priority
for us.
Your co-operation would be much
appreciated.
Help our new members gain credit for completing
those Q walks. And unlock the untold tales behind
the words "no activity report" in your magazine.
We are curious. So when sending in your reports
please:
→ Send to walksreporting@sbw.org.au
→ Send to databasemanager@sbw.org.au
→ Send to bradingfamily123@optusnet.com.au
Leaders: your
appreciated.

would

be

most

Shortly Leigh will be taking an SBW party to Japan,
the third in his series of adventures to experience
the mountains there and the Japanese culture. We
look forward to hearing of their tales on return, a
social night presentation perhaps?
Ron Watters
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From the Editor
Hello every one,
I would like to say ‘congratulations’ to all our members who participated in the Wilderness Society’s recent
‘Wild Endurance’ race. There were five teams that were made up of / or included club members. It’s great to
see so many club members working so hard to support such an important cause. And it’s obvious that all those
long hours of training paid off. There were some pretty impressive results! Read all about it in the articles on
pages 20 and 21.
The closing date for sponsorship of the teams is May 27 so there is still time to show your support by getting
online at http://www.wildendurance.org.au/.
When I started editing the magazine this month I was a little short of articles and had to send out a ‘dayo’ for
contributions. Thanks to everybody who responded. The next cappuccino is on me!
Roger Treagus has suggested asking members to ‘….relate their most memorable/best/worst bushwalk’ stories
and I think this is a great idea. After all, we all have a story about the ‘best’ or ‘worst’ walk we ever went on,
so let’s hear them. (My worst walks usually include the word ‘leech’.)
Roger’s ‘best ever bush walk’ can be found on page 10.
Once again I would like to sincerely thank everybody who sends in articles and photos. Without you, we
wouldn’t have a newsletter or magazine.
Melinda Turner
Hi Jellybean!

From the Committee Room
A summary of proceedings at the Committee Meeting on 5th May 2010.
The meeting opened at 7pm with 9 Members present and 1 absent with apologies.

• The Minutes for the April meeting were confirmed
• Correspondence: 4WD Adventure Exhibition seeking permission to advertise in club magazine. Approved.
• President’s Report: Time lines to be set for ongoing projects: General Safety Program and Training
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Framework for review next week. Leader Handbook to be compiled once the above are finalised.
Treasurer’s Report: Report for April approved.
Accounts approved for payment: KNC $300, Tony Holgate $15.95, Kathy Gero $37.20, KHA $80
(membership)
New Members: The following new members were welcomed to the club: Huw ap Rees, Katrina Magova
and Anita McMahon.
Walks Secretary’s Report: Gaps in program. More overnight and moderate day walks required.
Confederation: Motion agreed that “SBW supports approach of Confederation in respect of BAI Risk
Management Guidelines.
Replacement of General Safety paragraph in Activity Program: Agreed needs updating. Ongoing.
List of past club walks: Bill Capon has compiled list of walks that will be placed on SBW website.
Transport costs for abseiling instructor: Agreed to reimburse transport costs to instructor for Training
Weekends
Hard copy distribution of magazine: To be reassessed end of July.

Next meeting: Wed 2nd June, 2010
Helen MacDonald

Please welcome the following new members:
members:
Huw ap Rees
Anita McMahon
Katarina Magova
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David Trinder made Honorary Active Member
David joined Sydney Bush Walkers on 15 April 1993.
He has been an enthusiastic member who has contributed time and effort to the club across all fields of the
Club’s activities.
David has served on the committee as President, Vice President, Walks Secretary and Conservation Secretary.
As President he introduced successfully the electronic magazine and newsletter.
A professional architect he designed the composting toilet at Coolana and ensured the development
application process was successfully completed. He spent many weekends at Coolana managing the
construction and bringing it to a successful completion
He has been a prolific leader of numerous bush walks in the national parks of NSW, Victoria, Tasmania and
New Zealand bringing delight to large numbers of our members
He has completed all of the iconic walks, and conquered the three peaks in less than 48 hours for his
seventieth birthday.
He gives great encouragement to new walkers and regularly sets aside trips to facilitate their introduction and
enjoyment of overnight walking.
He actively encourages the identification and development of new leaders.
His regular sessions on training in navigation, first aid and bushcraft provide our new members with knowledge
to enjoy the bush safely.
In recognition of his service to the Club David was made an Honorary Active Member and this honour was
conferred on him at the 2010 Annual Reunion at Coolana.
Ron Watters

Andrew Vilder took this great photo of David Trinder and Jan Mohandas
during David’s trip to Windarra Lodge at Smiggins Hole this summer.
Andrew named the photo “Emeritus Tigers”.
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Not quite
quite the 3 peaks / April 2~5
Vivien de Remy de Courcelles
Not surprisingly, this one had not many takers and the three brave ones pulled out the week before the walk.
So then it was Emmanuelle and I.
We picked up the last PLB available at Katoomba police station on the Friday morning. To those interested
there are 3 units in Springwood and 12 in Katoomba.
We met the Brading family group at Carlon’s farm and enjoy breakfast with them and set off at about 7.40 am.
At 9 am we were at Medlow gap and then on time for morning tea at Mobbs Soak where we visited the cave
which was surrounded by much greenery.
The pace slowed down a little on Yellow Pup ridge and we were at the Coxs River - Kanangra Creek junction by
lunch time. The weather had heated up by now and the ascent up Strongleg ridge was a bit taxing. The more
we climbed the better the views. We spotted a nice little waterfall just before Cara top and made Dexs Creek
at 5.30 pm. Two parties of 4 walkers had already arrived but we found a good spot to pitch the tent on the
indication of one of them. Dexs Creek was also very green probably thanks to the recent rain: a very nice place
indeed.
On Saturday, we lay in bed for an hour longer than planned and did not start walking before 8.30 am: risky
considering what lay ahead.
We quickly reached the top of Cloudmaker where we had a chat with one of the party from Dexs Creek; a
group from Newcastle, one of them is also a SBW member: if you read this, we made it! We were a bit too
eager to go down and started on the wrong ridge but quickly realised our mistake. Interestingly enough (read
“to our great shame”), it is a part of the walk we had done before! At least we knew we had to skirt Mount
Marooba Karoo to avoid the cliff at its end. The final descent to Thunder Bend was much greener than last
year. The huge tree that was providing a bridge over Kanangra Creek last June has now disappeared: the
power of rushing water always amazes me.
On the ridge to Paralyser, we heard a male lyrebird imitating black cockatoos, currawong and other birds. We
got a glimpse of it parading. Further up, our path crossed that of a blue tongue before lunch. We reached
Paralyser at 2.30 pm, left a note in the log book checking our last entry. We carried on to the unknown on a
ridge we found beautiful and where a wedge tailed eagle passed flying no more than 20 metres away from us.
All was well until the dreaded turn off to head in the direction of the Whalania Creek-Jenolan Creek junction.
Despite the many animal tracks and perhaps some of Melinda’s tracks (see last November newsletter for
details) this scree slope was probably the worst part of the whole walk. On the other hand, Whalania Creek
was magnificent. The only rain of the weekend had us retreating to the sleeping bag by 8 pm.

Views to the east from ridge on the way up Mt Paralyser
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Not quite the 3 peaks / April 2~5 cont.
An early night was good considering what was to come on Sunday: Nooroo Buttress. For those who don’t know
it, Nooroo Buttress is the long and steep ridge that links Whalania Creek (about 300 m above sea level at our
camp) to Mount Guouogang (1292 m above sea level). However, it is one of the most spectacular ridges to look
at from a distance as it snakes its way up. The views from the ridge are equally spectacular. The ridge itself is
extremely narrow in places with impressive quartzite outcrops cleared of high vegetation and surrounded by
vertiginous drops. At this point we were bush scrambling more than we were bushwalking.
Nearing the top, where the ridge flattens, we followed a pad keeping on the most obvious track when there
was a fork until we arrived at a clearing with two options: time for a GPS check. We were 100 metres straight
south of Mount Guouogang. Of course neither track was going in that direction. We made it nonetheless to the
big cairn and spent a few minutes reading entries in the log book where we found a few familiar names. We
were the first entry for 2010 and the last one of 2009 was Clare and Karl on their much faster 3 peaks walk
(run?).
We had to keep going and off we went toward the Krungle Bungle. A minor geographic embarrassment lost us
20 minutes but we were soon back on the right path. Once again what an amazing place and fine walking
country is this? The clear weather allowed some very impressive vistas to mountains and cliffs kilometres away
while the Jenolan River gorge was the main attraction toward the end. Another couple of eagles glided around
undisturbed by our presence. At the base of the Scrubber hump, we decided to leave the ridge on the eastern
side and camp at the junction of the Coxs River and Breakfast Creek in order to leave a very easy last day. We
made it to camp no more than half an hour before dusk.
A late start on Monday had us walking up Breakfast Creek and Carlon Creek back to the car in time for lunch. It
was time to reflect on a walk we would have never done before joining the club a year ago, and on future
walks in this area: is anyone up for a K to K via the Krungle Bungle range?
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The Tombarra
Tombarra Week / April 19 ~ 23

The group assembled on Monday. We started with thirteen but lost Bill and Fran the next day so we became
eleven. Then on Wednesday John and Lynn had to leave us and after lunch Marian, so that by Thursday we
were down to eight – Barrie, Kate, Colin, Judy, Jim, Jo, Rick and Karen.
Monday- Spent just getting there, organizing beds, down to the river to look for a platypus or two, some bird
watching and back for happy hour.
Tuesday – Nine of the group went to the Monga National Park and from the Dasyurus Picnic Area, after crossing
the Mongarlowe River, went for an hour on the Corn Trail which was used by pack horse teams in the 1830s.
Four of the party then decided to do the 16 km to the Buckenbowra River. “The trail crosses high mountain
ridges and deep rainforest valleys” (well one high mountain ridge and one deep rainforest valley) with a grade
of moderate to difficult it took us 5 ¾ hours of fairly constant walking. The rest of the group did the
demanding (especially with 2WD cars) car pickup of the walkers.
Wednesday – after Tuesday’s adventure we all needed an easier day, so in the morning, again in the Monga NP,
we did the delightful Penance Grove boardwalk. “Ancient plumwood trees (Eucryphia moorei) form a
cathedral-like canopy over a stand of tree ferns” and tall Dawsonia mosses grow into miniature pine forests.
Really quite wonderful!
From Penance Grove it is a short 10 minutes walk to the Mongarlowe River Picnic Area with another 10 minute
Waratah Walk. “Between October and December Monga and Gippsland Waratahs bloom along the banks of the
river” So we did not have this pleasure.
In the afternoon three kayakers paddled the Mongarlowe River and although there were some very nice quiet
sections, the river was a little low and a portage and other rocky encounters kept us busy. Rick did a sterling
job of pulling the kayaks off the rocks and out of trouble.
Thursday – Now rested up, the remaining party of six walkers (Judy and Colin did a car tour) did the 12 Kms
walk to Deep Hole and Marble Arch. The walk starts and finishes with a crossing of the Shoalhaven River, only
ankle deep, but most of the party managed dry feet by crossing on stones. The remarkable Big Hole “is
thought to have formed when the overlying Devonian sandstone layer collapsed into a cavern in the
underlying limestone layer, creating a chasm some 96metres deep and 50 metres wide” a further 4 kms past
the Big Hole is Marble Arch, after a 150 M steep descent into Reedy Creek. “The Marble Arch is a narrow
canyon some 3-4 metres wide and 25 metres deep and over 1 kilometre in length. Wide bands of marble can
be seen in the canyon walls and roof” We explored the Arch underground section and some entered the waist
deep pool beyond, but the the creek floor was overgrown and the description mentioned a sheer climb down a
waterfall so we did not venture further.
Returning in the late afternoon the vista of the Shoalhaven valley was a spectacular end to a great day. Two
magnificent natural formations for the price of one walk!
Friday – We had all left the Tombarra accommodation by mid morning and went our various routes home. I had
a few words of thanks to ‘Tubby” and thanked him for the hospitality.
Jim Percy
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Macquarie River Paddle / April 23 ~ 26
Patrick MacNaught
We went for a paddle down the Macquarie River on Anzac Day weekend from Wellington to Dubbo.
Unfortunately, Maureen and David and Gay and Graham could not join us and pulled out at the last minute
(maybe they knew what we were in for but we still had six suckers). We did our car shuffle late on Friday night
so we could leave early in the morning- well we left about 9AM – life is to be enjoyed after all.
Peter Sheridan from Wellington joined us at the start. He was very enthusiastic and encouraged us in our
venture and we set off from Wellington filled with hope. I suspect he knew what we were in for and I was a
bit nervous when he gave us his mobile number and insisted we call him even at 3.30AM if we got into trouble
– he used to be in the state rescue service and I suspect he wanted to rescue us!). Ho-hum, old habits die hard
but it was rather nice to know the locals were behind us. The two dead goats surrounded by rather a lot of
flotsam and jetsam shortly after the start, were a bit of a problem (or at least the smell was - I do wish
people could be a bit more tidy) but we pressed on. Managed 34.5km on the first day in spite of a few
incidents but decided we were not going to make it to Bril Bral, so we camped out on the river where as usual
we enjoyed Hubert’s gourmet food.

Break on the river

Pity about the rain that night ( something over 50mm) but the grass (prickles and paddymelons were an issue)
was about 100mm long and very comfortable and it was somewhat cloudy so we had a good night’s sleep and
we were all up and ready to go at 8AM – I was first on the water believe it or not. We were very impressed by
Ken’s hammock although I note he put up his tarp as the rain hit). We had great 5sives or rather 6sives that
night.
On the second day we set sail or rather paddled through the weed but actually the water was almost weed
free at the start and we managed the 6km or so at high speed and got to Bril Bral in 50 minutes which spurred
us all on. Margaret set a cracking pace (she was under the impression that there were hot showers at Butlers
Falls – sucker - but she did manage to forge her way through a huge blockage of weed on the way. Three of us
(Ken, Ron and I) actually portaged around the blockage and after a few incidents, never managed to catch up
with her.
Boy, that weed was thick in places and definitely hard to get through. We were always trying to find channels
through it but there were some places where it was bank to bank and we accepted that the best way through
it was to charge it at full speed and hope your momentum would carry you through it. We quickly learned to
grade it as:
1.) Just flowers and easy to paddle through,
2.) About two inches thick and definitely harder, and
3.) About 3 inches or greater above the water in which case you would grind to a halt, no matter what
you did.
8.
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Macquarie River Paddle / April 23 ~ 26 cont.

‘It was sort of like thick porridge’

It was sort of like thick porridge. We also worked out that whenever there was a “fall” we were in trouble.
The water was inevitably shallower and the weed was inevitably thicker but we did manage some ‘beaut’ runs
down some quite fast water. Pity the flow was so slow overall – we managed about 4km per hour for the
paddle – a bit slower than the Murrimbidgee River where we were averaging over 9km per hour because of the
current in the river. Actually Richard did warn us that when they are letting around 900 M/L per day out of
the dam, all you have to do is steer your boat and the current will do the rest but we would have to paddle the
whole way. They were letting out less than 100 M/L per day when we went down. Margaret complained about
sore wrists after the second day, no doubt from fighting the weed; and I think we all developed special
techniques for paddling through the weed.
As Rob suggested, “Learned perhaps a little more about paddling through weed than I really want to know but
after the Macquarie the weed on the Upper Hawkesbury will be nothing”. The Cockatoos were unbelievable.
Noisier than Cicadas at their worst and the sound of a squadron taking off up the river was quite impressive;
galahs and eagles as well. I have never seen such wonderful fish also. They came out about 4.30PM to feed
and at one stage I could have picked up a Murray Cod from my boat – it was totally memorized by eating the
weed and when it realized it my boat was less than 18 inches away from it, there was a great cloud of foam as
it roared away. Huge muscular fish (mostly Carp) kept jumping out of the water and appearing before us and
snatched the odd unsuspecting insect that happened to be cruising past - isn’t Mother Nature wonderful. The
Black Swans were a highlight. We chased three pair down the river. One was somewhat stupid and Rob and
Margaret watched it try to take off downwind – they can’t. It was too heavy to get in the air although the
others were determined not to leave their territory and managed to get above us. The heavy one “got more
and more exhausted until he was just too stuffed to try again and so he finally let us pass him. He must have
left about forty white feathers on the water”.
The river is in fact quite beautiful and in spite of the frustrations (mostly related to the weed); I think we all
had a good time. Ken even got into cruise mode on the first day and got out his IPod – I am not sure what for
as there was always plenty to see.
The second night at Butlers Falls was absolutely clear and correspondingly rather cold but we seemed to
survive in spite of the lack of hot showers and 1 star facility. In the morning, we met up with Lance McCabe
and Lachlin (initials good for sharing pencil cases) and Paul Brendon and Heather (Paul was trying to teach her
how to sustain a paddle), from Dubbo Canoe Club and they guided us over the South Dubbo weir for which we
were rather grateful, and into “Sandy Bay” (well actually rather pebbly but I suppose you have to have a sense
of humour about these things). As Lance put it, we had got down the river in just about the worst conditions
possible – low water, unbelievable amounts of weed and heavy rain on the Saturday night. Actually, I suspect
they thought we wouldn’t make it to Butlers on time, but we did. Let’s hear it for the SBW.
By the way I was most impressed with Lance and Paul. They are rather fast paddlers and offered to help with
anybody going out that way. They can even provide a canoe for about $10 /day. There should be a link
shortly to their website from ours and I would urge anybody contemplating a trip out there to contact them or
Richard Sheriden. I am going out to Dubbo for two days every fortnight and I will try to stay on and do some
paddling with them – I rather like the idea of paddling down to Narromine sometime.
Participants Margaret and Rob Barrie, Ron Watters, Hubert Habicht, Ken Collins and myself, Patrick McNaught
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Blazes on the Border / A bushwalk to remember
Roger Treagus
Frank Roberts and Isaiah Rowland didn’t get along. There was a major falling out after only one week into a 4
month bushwalk of epic proportions hacking their way along a dark rain forest covered watershed, often in
blinding rain, always heading east towards the sea. They had started where the Dumaresq River meets the
Barwon and traversed the ridges separating rivers flowing southwards to either the Macintyre, Clarence or
Tweed and rivers flowing northwards to either the Condamine, Logan or Albert. They finally reached the coast
at Point Danger. The year was 1851. Roberts was a Queensland surveyor and Rowland a NSW surveyor. Their
job was to survey and mark out the border between NSW and the new colony to the north. Isaiah Rowland was
my great great grandfather. He was a fine surveyor and NSW put its trust in him to ensure the placement of
the border was fair to his colony but because of the continual disagreement between the two men about a
correct survey procedure, each did his own survey. It turned out that my great great grandad’s survey was
more accurate than that of the temperamental Mr Roberts (as confirmed by surveys in the last few years) but
the politics of the time gave the glory and much of the credit for the work to the Queenslander due to
Robert’s superior connections back in London including Queen Victoria. Robert’s survey was adopted as the
true survey and Rowland’s survey notes were destroyed in a mysterious fire soon after. Both men achieved one
of the greatest bushwalks of the time and left evidence of their respective surveys by periodic blazes with
their initials on trees marking significant corners along their survey lines. These blazes remain today and the
country through which they passed is now mainly reserve and national parks.
Back in 1979 I and a few friends decided to follow my ancestor’s blazes from where the interstate railway
crosses the border at Richmond Gap (ref Cougal 1:25k 980650) on the Macpherson range through to near
Numinbah Gap on the eastern edge of Lamington National Park (Tyalgum 1:25K 230738) a distance of about 50
km through unrelieved sub tropical rainforest. We planned the walk so that we could use the interstate train
to get to the start and the bus from Binna Burra at the finish and planned to walk through in 3 days. This was
back in 1978. Back then it was hard to get information about the state of the blazed trail away from the
graded track system established between O’Reilleys and Binna Burra. We just assumed that being the State
border it must have been kept open by someone walking through. We also assumed that as the interstate
railway line crossed the border near an established siding it would be no trouble to get off there. How wrong
we were on both counts.
“Look, I’m going on a bush walk from where the Brisbane Limited crosses the border so I would like to arrange
for the train to stop at Richmond gap siding. How do I arrange that?” I said to the ticket clerk.
“What station did you say? We have Kyogle and Bromelton and then it doesn’t stop till South Brisbane” I don’t
see a Richmond Gap station on my list here.”
“It’s not a proper station but it does have a platform”. I sounded
confident. I had seen the platform. It was about 5 metres long.
“Sorry son. You’ll have to get off at Kyogle I think”
“But that’s miles away and the train goes right past where we
start walking. I really want it to stop there.”
The clerk looked at me as if I was joking. Then he picked up the
phone.
View into QLD from the ridges

“Listen Fred I have a character here who wants the Limited to
stop at a siding. He says he knows where it is. Who should he go and see?”

After listening to what looked like a very long winded explanation the clerk put the phone down.
“Gee, I’ve worked here a while and didn’t know that”
“Know what?”
“You have to write a letter to the Section for Special Stops”.
“You mean there is a group of people who just look after trains stopping at sidings?”
“Yes mate. Here is their address. Good luck”.
I wrote my letter to the Section for Special Stops and 2 weeks later a very official letter arrived which said,
“In regard to your request for stopping the Brisbane Limited Express at an unofficial stopping place the
10.
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Blazes on the Border / A bushwalk to remember cont.
Commissioner of Railways has advised that it is not railway policy to accede to such requests as it may put
passengers at danger and affect the schedule of the train…” There was a phone number of the writer on the
letter. To cut a very long story short it took many phone calls and personal appearances by me before the
heavy wheels of bureaucracy turned in my favour and my very special and apparently unprecedented
permission was granted. If this story is familiar to some readers a similar story to this appeared in a very old
edition of SBW’s magazine entitled “5 returns Dulbulla please”.
Day 1: So there we were dining on bacon and eggs in the opulent dining car of the crack Brisbane Limited
Express at 7 in the morning on Good Friday and a worried guard passes through and calls out, “Mr Treagus’s
party, Mr. Treagus’s party, please assemble at the guard’s post immediately!”
Gobbling up the last of breakfast we complied pushing our heavy packs through the narrow passageways.
“We’re ready”, I said.
“Good”, said the guard. We’ll be there in 20 minutes”
“20 minutes! I could have had more bacon”.
In what seemed a very long time later, the train slowed after negotiating the border loop at Cougal. Bells
rang, whistles were blown, train guards shouted and the 400 m long train lurched to a stop at a miniscule
platform. Naturally where we were didn’t align with the platform at all and we carefully disembarked onto the
solid ground next to the rails. Heads poked through doors all the way along and even the train driver waved
back at us as if this was the big event of the trip. Then another big whistle from the engine and the train
moved forward and eventually disappeared into the Richmond tunnel under the Macpherson Range, which was
the border.
All was quiet and the sounds I could hear were the gentle burble of water somewhere in the rainforest and my
tummy digesting breakfast. So this is where the bushwalk began. A siding road took us up to the Lions Road to
the actual tick gate on the border and the fence, right on the ridge separating Gradys Creek to the south and
Running Creek to the north. After exchanging pleasantries with the border tick gate official we set off up the
western flanks of Mount Gipps. He was the last human being we saw in 4 days.
Mt Gipps (Tyalgum 009648) was our wake up call. The ground was cleared but there were too many snakes
around for my liking all basking in the Queensland sun (as they were on that side of the border fence). Then at
the top a great view of Mt Lindsay and Mt Barney was had as well as glimpses of the Lamington plateau to the
north east. And then, our first blaze, indistinct but “IR” was definitely inscribed there. On we went. The fence
disappeared first and then the sky as the rainforest canopy closed in. Apart from the lookouts, that was the
last sky we saw in 4 days as well. Then the track became a foot pad. The foot pad became a “negotiable
route” That then gave out at a place on the map called Nungulba (Tyalgum 638070). There we came to a halt.
The ground cover was so thick we found that we couldn’t move forward or backward. It was here that I
dropped my map, right at my feet. I was quite stationary so do you think it would have been easy to find. No.
Much fruitless poking and scraping of bush never uncovered it. I had lost my map and I knew it could not have
been more than a metre away from my feet which were themselves hidden. This state of being is unique to my
bushwalking experience and I nowadays always refer to being ‘Nungulberised’. All off track sections that SBW
does I would rate against Nungulba. I now say, is it as bad as Nungulba? The answer is invariably NO.
So, how did we get out of that? We fell. Going horizontal seemed to offer fresh hope and inch by inch we
moved east. After an hour of quite uncomfortable horizontal travel it started to rain but our spirits rose as the
bush seemed to be parting for us and allowing us through. Then one of our party moved a few feet north and
shouted out, “TRACK!” And then the light faded signifying a dry-ish camp for the night with all of the night
time sounds of the rainforest for company.
Day 2: “A blaze!” And that started day 2. It was where we thought it should have been but no initials this time
so it might have been a common blaze as we were definitely on a narrow easterly ridge. Bash, bash, bash.
Slowly we moved. Who said that rainforests have cleared understories? This one may have once but fires and
the winds had cleared away the canopy at some time allowing daylight to reach the ground and the
consequent growth of vegetation. But there was also now a canopy, although not a dense one. It was getting
onto afternoon when the ridge stopped and we had before us close to a one kilometre drop. We had reached
the edge of the Mt Warning caldera and a great view of Mt Warning and the distant NSW coast. Then the clouds
rolled in and a mist formed. We now headed north with the Tweed on our right and tributaries of the Albert
River on our left. At around this point the mud started and ascending all the hills it seemed like we slipped
back a metre for every metre advanced. Our pace overall was very slow.
If it wasn’t the mud it was the thickness of the bush. We averaged less than 1km an hour for the last 2 hours of
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daylight in the rain. Leeches were becoming annoying. We had to make sure that they didn’t get into our ears
or eyes. Any other exposed skin didn’t matter as it was pointless cleaning them out under these wet
conditions. Even though we were walking on ridges water was never a problem. Dropping down on the
Queensland side of the ridge at a low point always brought us to a little stream in 100 metres or so. Lightning
and thunder forced a stop about 5 (as it was Easter time) and a sodden camp was established. We cleared a
small central area which we attacked with some vigour so we could declare it leech free. Perimeter patrols
were set up for any leach incursion in a scene reminiscent of the film “Forbidden Planet” Anyone who
remembers that 1956 blooper will know what I mean. And so ended a relatively uneventful day 2.
Day 3: Cockscomb Point (ref Lamington 1:25k 115648) had another great view looking towards the east. Out
there people were sitting on dry chairs at dry tables scoffing on their short blacks and Danish at Byron Bay. If
we had a telescope powerful enough we might have seen that but I’m glad we didn’t as it would not have done
our morale much good. But then we were in this glorious world heritage (not declared back then) rainforest
and they were not.
After leeches and earl grey for breakfast we hobbled off following the ridge when not one but two blazed trees
appeared; one by Frank and the other, closer to the escarpment by Isaiah. The Queensland surveyor had taken
a path of least resistance and differed from the NSW surveyor by about 100 metres. Go Isaiah! The rain had
stopped, the “negotiable route” had become more negotiable and things were looking up.
We were speeding along easier and flatter sections of a knife edged ridge in places at 2, 3 and even 4 km an
hour at times. There was always the 1000m metre drop off immediately to our right so we needed to focus on
where we were putting our feet. Afternoon brought with it the usual rain clouds as we reached Point Lookout
(Lamington ref 122673) at 1091 metres. We turned off the ridge for the first time and headed down the
stretcher track towards the wreck of the Stinson.
The story of the Stinson aircraft disaster and the epic rescue of the survivors is one of the greatest stories from
our past. One lone bushman found the survivors. It was Bernard O’Reilley. He wrote a book about it called
Green Mountains, a copy of which I was reading on the walk. The Stinson had gone down in February 1937 on a
flight from Brisbane to Sydney and no one knew where it was. Searches were conducted all along the route,
even in Broken Bay near Palm Beach. One lone bushman was called by his brother who thought he heard the
sound of an aircraft. On this flimsy evidence Bernard formed a theory of
where the plane might have come down. Bernard packed onions to eat (yes,
that’s right) and set off. At Mount Throakban (on the ridge we were to walk
that afternoon) the cloud cleared for long enough to reveal one burnt tree
8km away amongst a sea of green. 3 hours later he walked onto the
disaster scene and found 2 people still alive after 10 days, Joe Binstead and
John Proud (Proud’s jewellers). Bernard wrote in his diary when he arrived
“I found them in very good heart but looking very bad. I didn’t tell them
that. But one chappie was writing his last message on a sheet of metal and
Lamington on the graded tracks
within 5 minutes he was asking me what the cricket score was”.
After raising the alarm the local farmers cut a 15km long track along which to take stretchers to carry the
survivors out. So to this day that track is called the stretcher track.
We arrived above the wreck after an hour’s walking off the main ridge. We were at the top of a cleared but
steep and muddy slope with the plane fuselage at the bottom. We had to take care not to slip as we might
uncontrollably slide and crash into the aircraft shell. There were aircraft parts still lying around. The thick
rainforest and isolation had deterred visitors from carrying away anything heavy. The crash site was in
extremely difficult country, steep, wet and remote. 4 people were killed but 3 survived. James Westray, one
of the survivors went for help by walking down Christmas Creek and died by falling over a cliff.
We stayed at the scene for an hour. It was a very sobering hour. I had taken "Green Mountains” to read on the
trip and sitting inside the actual plane I felt somewhat connected to the people and the conditions that they
experienced. The rescue is now regarded as one of the greatest in Australian aviation history.
Off we trudged, up the greasy slope and back onto the main border ridge. The rain stopped and the sky
brightened, at least what we could see of it through the Antarctic Beech, Hoop Pine, Coachwood and a
hundred other tree types. Rainforest environments are kind to trees with many different types and species
finding good conditions here. As the afternoon wore on we quickened our pace because the attractions of a
hut were at day’s end. In the gloom of twilight which comes early in the forest we came across Rat-a-tat hut.
Rat-a-tat hut had half its roof and two walls missing but a dry corner miraculously existed. Hot soup over a gas
fire was so good. Nothing like that pleasure can ever be duplicated by food at home. Almost everything tastes
better in the bush. The leech problem was worse as their numbers had exploded. Once again we tried to
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construct a leech barrier on the hut floor. There was one unique feature of the hut and its surrounds. When it
got dark at the end of the day it actually got light again. The light of hundreds of glow worms and luminous
fungi and other unidentified creatures, also luminous lit up the scene. It was magic on all sides. You could
easily walk around and see where you were going. No torches were necessary. I walked over to a cluster of the
brightest lights and found I could read my book by them. It was a fantasy scene. Maybe the yellow brick road
was somewhere nearby. I have never experienced a hut or bush camping area like it. The atmosphere of the
scene was added to by a chorus of very noisy nocturnal animals of all sorts, but especially the frogs; very
bright and very noisy. That’s what the Aussie bush was like in this special corner of the country.
So to bed. Now we had a new problem. Little glowing things were moving towards our sleeping bags across the
hut floor. Where the two missing walls should have been was the glowing light show of the great outdoors. And
now a glowing army was approaching.
So we slept fitfully often checking on the disposition of the glowing army’s forces. I fell asleep for what
seemed a long time and when I woke up they were gone and the forest seemed darker (and quieter). Some of
the lights were out. In the morning I couldn’t identify what glowed and what didn’t so didn’t know what the
army actually looked like. It seemed like a dream thinking back about it.
The last day: We left camp in fine weather and made quick progress up Mt Throakban (where O’Reilley spied
the burnt tree). Here was a good blaze which was definitely Isaiah’s, with “IR” in the tree still visible. After
this we traversed a succession of bumps in the ridge with evocative names such as Durigan, Wupawn, Worendo,
Cominan and Bithongabel, (Tyalgum 169735) all around the 1100m level. And then finally, we hit pure gold,
the extensive Lamington National Park graded track system built to a maximum grade set by the steepest
grade that a cow would walk up a hill. Romeo Lahey a founder of the park wanted people to see for
themselves the wonders of the rainforest and so built a very extensive track system to the cow’s
specifications.
We now flew along, that is until the heaviest downpour of all struck us producing a scene where water and
land seem to coalesce and the track became a river. It was at this point that we came under attack by a large
blue crayfish who thought he/she was still in the river. The thing sported 2 nasty looking pincers and went for
our ankles if we tried to pass on the narrow track. We were obviously invading territory. Its attack posture
was made complete by a loud hissing noise. After failed attempts at passing we diverted to the thick bush by
passing the angry crustacean. Later we had trouble convincing anyone that a fish had cornered us on the track.
On this final day the sun came out smiling on the weary travellers. More blazes were now visible, some owned
by both surveyors and some just by one of them. At Mount Wagawn we finally came to the end of the ridge
with Numinbah gap in front of us and Springbook plateau beyond. Frank and Isaiah struggled on to reach the
sea eventually and define the line separating Coolangatta with Tweed Heads. We turned around and headed to
the Lamington National Park eastern entrance at Arthur Groom’s old guest house and great rival to O’Reilleys,
Binna Burra. Down the ridge we raced on a freeway of a track heading north to Binna Burra and transport out.
Eventually we could see a long way ahead a light at the end of the green tunnel we had walked through for 4
days and the end of the walk. But the rainforest had just one more surprise in store.
I was the front walker and we were walking single file. I sensed something wrong, I can’t now recall what it
was but there was a funny sound. Instinctively I reversed immediately and without warning to the others. Each
walker crashed into the walker behind like dominoes and we all fell backwards. Then came a huge crash as
wood, branches and leaves pelted down from far above reaching the ground in a great confusion of wind, dust
and noise. One of the great rainforest trees had shed a major branch. The bulk of it fell about 20 metres in
front of us. The main branch lay across the track blocking it. It looked to be about 4 metres in circumference
and must have weighed tonnes. It lay about where we would have been had we walked on. We just sat there,
where we fell for a long time, absorbing what had just happened. And that dear reader was the end of the
walk with the exit barely 5 minutes away.
The bus took us to station and the train. All these events played on my mind for a very long time. They still do.
Our great 19th century surveyors were great bush men and I am proud to number one of them in my family
history. But Isaiah made mistakes too. His biggest seemed to be where the border crosses the New England
Highway at Wallangarra. As I understand it this was one place where Rowland’s survey was recognised over
Roberts. But a recent survey showed he got it wrong and the real border should have been 200m to the south.
The little NSW border town of Jennings would then have to be a Queensland town. As the story goes this
proposition was put to the dismayed population of Jennings. They flatly refused and the intensity of their
opposition seemed to win the day. Two cultural icons were given as valid reasons. They said they would be
forced to drink the wrong beer and follow the wrong football team. You can read up on the fascinating story of
the border survey by clicking Queensland border survey on Google. It will tell you about a book recently
written on the epic trip. But beware. It was written by a Queenslander.
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Walks & Other Activities 1 - 30 April 2010
Stephen Brading
Leaders: - After an activity please email completed Walks Attendance Form and Activity Report to:
walksreporting@sbw.org.au, bradingfamily123@optusnet.com.au and databasemanager@sbw.org.au
Please keep the signature sheet as these are a legal document. Thanking you in anticipation – Stephen

Date, Walk Location & Route
SAT 3-APR – Day Walk – M221 – Easy/Medium
15km
Central Coast: – Bouddi NP
Bouddi Ridge - Little Beach - Bombi Moor - Maitland Bay - Putty Beach - Marie Byles Lookout –
Bouddi Ridge.
Walk Report:
It was an ideal day for walking, being fine and mild, with some scattered cloud. From park HQ
our group followed the bush track that runs northward for about 2 kms, then did a bit of a
road bash, and finally took the foot track down through the bush to lovely Putty Beach where
we had our morning break. From there we followed the bush tracks up onto Bombi Moor, from
where we got great coastal views to the south. We eventually arrived at Maitland Bay where
we had lunch in a shady spot near the cliffs halfway along the beach. We left the bay, and
the climbed the hills to the south, following bush tracks all the way to Putty Beach. There
were panoramic views at many points along the way. From Putty Beach we took a rough track
steeply up through the bush to the top of Bouddi Ridge from where we made our way to Marie
Byles lookout, which gave us further great coastal views. From the lookout we took the bush
track down into the forest, and then linked with another track which led us up to park HQ.
We wrapped up the day when most of us took the time to enjoy a well-earned coffee or
milkshake at the curiously-named Gnostic Mana café at Woy Woy
SAT 3 APR – Day Walk – M212
Mid Blue Mountains
Transit of Venus Track - Mabel Falls - Edith Falls - Woodford Creek - Firetrail - Burgess Falls Hazelbrook Creek - Fern Ave Track - Horseshoe Falls.
Walk Report:
Spectacular day in the Mountains. Creeks, falls, yabbies, green frogs, eels and a couple of
leeches. For such a beautiful area these creek systems are rarely visited by SBW. Hazelbrook
Creek is the hero and star of the day. A good bunch of walkers from across the years and a bit
of everything – lush, delightful creeks, scrub, little bit of a scramble, firetrail and a few
tracks. This walk will appear again in a Summer program when swimming will be a delight. As
it was, the high thigh ‘plimsoll line’ was breeched regularly – thankful for a warm, sunny day.
Also, laughter and a sense of wonder/discovery of our prospective member Gueza was a great
soundtrack to the day.
MON 5 APR – Day Walk – M212 – Easy/Medium
14km
Metropolitan Area south -Woronora River bushland:
Engadine RS-Loftus Creek-Prince Edward Park-Jannali Reserve-The Glen Reserve –Jannali RS
Walk Report :
It was a cloudy day as we left Engadine and walked northwards down into the bush along the
fire trail beside Loftus Creek, where we found a good spot for a morning break by the babbling
stream. We continued northward, and with some tricky navigation we made our way up to the
clifftops above Prince Edward Park where we had lunch at a great lookout. We continued
northwards, encountering some more tricky navigation because of lack of detail and accuracy
on our maps. Nevertheless we made it to Jannali Reserve and then Glen Reserve, both of
which had great lookouts with panoramic views of Woronora River and its surrounding hills.
We then followed various bush tracks until we came out near Jannali station, where we all
partook of coffee and milkshakes at the local corner café before heading home. This walk is
about 14 or 15 kms long. It offers great views at various points along the way, and lots of
pleasant bushland, all of which help to make it one of the more attractive suburban walks
that we can do in Sydney.
1-5 APR – Extended Walk – M332 - Hard
40km
Mt Guouogang and the Krungle Bungle Range
Dunphy car park to Whalania & Kanangra Cr eek Junction. Sat - Climb 1100m up Guouogang
then north on Krungle Bungles to Mt Owen looking for crash plane site on the way camp on
Jenolan river. Sun - Downstream to Cox Mon return to carpark via Mt Tinpot.
Actual Walks Undertaken:
Walk 1 – Dunphys car park – Carlon Creek – Blackhorse Ridge – Mobbs Swamp – Just short of Mt
Yellow Dog (Glenn injured) – Medlow Gap – Breakfast Creek (camp) – Dunphys car park.
Walk 2 – (without Glenn) – Dunphys car park – Ironpot Mtn – Ironmonger ridge – Cox river (camp
below Blue Dog Buttress) – Blue Dog Buttress – Knights Deck – Breakfast Creek – Frying Pan Flat
– Pots & Pans Ridge – Ironpot Mtn – Dunphys car park
Glenn Tripped on K to K track on Friday just before Mt Yellow Dog and suffered significant
swelling at shin height which required that we abandon the programmed walk and return to
Dunphys car park. Glenn advised subsequent X rays revealed minor bone fracture that will self
heal. Although things did not go as planned we all had an enjoyable fitness building weekend
in the Wild Dog mountains. Glenn even managed to do an easy walk on Monday.
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Nigel Weaver
Margaret Weaver
Sarah Bracks
Lyn Terry
Jan Melocco
Sue Yap
Misako Sugiyama
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Nigel Weaver
Margaret Weaver
Gueza Chavez (P)
Denise Shaw
Helen Lalas
Leigh McClintock
Ron Watters
Patrick McNaught

Stephen Brading
Yvonne Brading
Glenn Draper
Mark Patteson
Jenny Paton
Frank Hartigan
Stanley Wong
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Date, Walk Location & Route
2-5 APR – Extended Walk – M223E – Medium Exploratory
Wollemi NP –Coricudgy
Never Never Creek (Great Dividing Range) - Razorback Creek - Coricudgy Creek - Holbrook
Castle - Sheep Station Point - the Labyrinthine Ridge* - Coricudgy Creek - Razorback Ridge Great Dividing Range. (*A David Noble name).
Ed’s Comment:
We had an excellent time in a stunning area. Perfect weather saw us
explore further into this maze of ridge, creek, ridge, and creek. We made
it to the northern end of Holbrook Castle (I only thought I was going to die
once!) and were rewarded by views of the unique mountains that surround
the Widden Valley. We then headed south. Found a rather interesting
saddle off Labyrinthine Ridge with a rather interesting ascent onto next
mountain, in fact the ‘interesting’ continued for the whole trip. Can’t wait
to get back there again. Ian’s leadership in difficult and complicated
terrain was terrific!
2-5 APR – Extended Walk – L333
3 Peaks over 4 days
Medlow Gap - Yellow Pup Ridge – Coxs River - Strongleg Ridge - Mount Cloudmaker - Mount
Marooba Karoo - Thunder Bend - Mount Paralyser - Whalania Creek - Nooroo Buttress - Mount
Guouogang - Krungle Bungle Range - Jenolan River – Coxs River - Breakfast Creek - Carlon’s
See Magazine Article
2-5 APR – Extended Walk – L332
Snowy Mtns
Guthega-Mt Sentinel-Consett Stephen Pass-Schlink Pass-Mawson Hut-Tin Hut-Gugarten PassMunyang
Walks Report:
We all managed to leave Sydney at midday Thursday so as to avoid the Easter rush and arrive
at island bend in daylight for a campfire dinner. The first night was spent well above the tree
line to the east of Mt Sentinel which we climbed as a side trip from our campsite. The next
two nights were spent amongst the snow gums (some of the few remaining intact from the
bushfires of four years ago) at Schlink Pass, with a decent day walk (on Sunday) out to
Mawsons and return via Tin Hut. As forecast, it drizzled on Saturday and Sunday nights but we
were able to have a (modest) campfire to dry our socks and gossip into the night. We walked
out early on Monday, missing much of the traffic on the drive into Sydney, and all five of us
agreed that it had been an enjoyable experience in pleasant company and good walking.
WED 7 APR – Cycling Activity
Illawarra
Albion Park - Lake Illawarra - Barrack Point –Shell Harbour.
Activity Report:
Pleasant cycling and good views over Minnamurra and later Warilla Beach
SAT 10 APR – Day Walk – ML321
20km
Metropolitan Area – Great North Walk Stage 3
Hornsby - Fishponds - Galston Gorge - Crosslands - Berowra Waters.
Walk Report:
On Saturday the 10th April Stage 3 of the Great North Walk went with 11 walkers. We left
Hornsby station at 8.30 AM and followed the signs on a mostly well made track. Lunch was
taken after the first 14km at the Crosslands picnic area. After lunch the track followed
Berowra Creek, except for one big hill that slowed some people down and was a pleasant
change to others. The walk finished at Berowra Waters and the tired walkers were pleased to
see that three cars had been left there before the walk started so they could just hop in and
relax while they were driven back to Hornsby station. The weather was perfect and the social
interaction was lively, a good day.
SAT 10 APR – Day Walk – X331
75km Megalong Meataxe
Katoomba & Megalong Valley
Katoomba Station, Devils Hole descent into Megalong, Megalong Crossing, Six Foot Track to
Pluviometer and back to Coxs River Campground (lunch here) and return to Megalong
Crossing, continue Megalong Rd up Green Gully Saddle, Euroka, past Carlons turnoff to
Medlow Gap, up Tarros ladders, Narrowneck to Katoomba Station
Walk Report:
Finished at 11.30 pm at Katoomba station, although spent half hour chatting to the Crichtons
(SBW) who we bumped into by chance at Carlons. So 75km in 16 hours actual walking. I was
the only one who did the full distance, had company in 3 relays during various stages: Jodie
from Katoomba station to Crossing, then also joined by Marcia and Sandra for middle 36km,
then just Phil Newman from Crossing to finish. Feet quite bruised. Definitely another ‘neveragain’ walk!
Ed’s comment: This is possibly one of the longest ‘day’ walks anybody in the club has ever
done!

Activity Participants
Ian Thorpe
Susan Bucknell
Melinda Turner
David Trinder
Neil Hickson
Kenn Clacher
Yuri Bolotin
Bas (Bush Club)
Hester (Bush Club)

Vivien de Rémy de
Courcelles
Emmanuel de Rémy de
Courcelles

Owen Kimberley
Michele Powell
Jouni Leppanen
Christine McColl
Gavin Marshall

Bill Holland
& 3 Others

David Trinder
Helen Lalas
Owen Kimberley
Michele Kimberley
Tim Yewdall
Karen Kool
David Gooden
Laurie Field
Lisa Ochs
Lisa Sheldon (P)
Don Anderson
Andrew Vilder
completed the entire
75k walk.
He was accompanied on
various stages of the walk
by:
Jodie Dixon
Marcia Kaye
Sandra See
Phil Newman
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Date, Walk Location & Route
SUN 11 APR – Day Walk – M222
Metropolitan Area - North
West Head Road - Bairne Track - Portuguese Beach - The Basin - Currawong Beach - Mackeral
Track - West Head Road.
Walk Report:
We had a fine and mild day for the walk. Starting at West Head Road we took the track out to
Bairne Lookout where there were panoramic views over Pittwater, a great spot for a morning
break. From there we took the tracks out to the lookout high above Portuguese Beach for
more great views. From the lookout we made our way off-track steeply down through a lovely
casuarina forest, eventually coming out at the southern corner of the beach. We then
followed waterside rock platforms and tracks around to the mouth of The Basin, which we
forded just before low tide with water up to our thighs. This was a sort of highlight of the
walk! After lunch at The Basin we continued northwards along more waterside rock platforms
and rough bush tracks to Currawong Beach. We had a good break at a spectacular lookout high
on the headland to the north of the beach. From there we followed the Mackeral Track back
to the road, stopping briefly at an aboriginal site along the way where there were carvings of
human figures, fishes, kangaroos and other items. We rounded off an excellent walk with
well-earned coffees and milkshakes at a café at Terrey Hills.
SUN 11 APR – Day Walk – M111
15km
Metropolitan Area – North
Rhodes Station - Bicentennial Park - wetlands track - Newington Nature Reserve - The River
Walk - Silverwater Bridge - Rydalmere - Footbridge - Grand Ave - Elizabeth Farm - James
Ruse Farm - Parramatta return by ferry or train.
Walk Report:
This was another pleasant walk along the foreshores of Homebush Bay and the Parramatta
River. We set off from Rhodes Station at 9.30 am and after an unplanned tour of some large
bocks of home units being erected on the former Rhodes industrial area caused by a couple of
unfinished sections of the new foreshore track, we were soon strolling through Bicentennial
Park where the mangroves meeting overhead provided dappled shade and delightful walking
conditions. The Badu Wetlands, the 360° view from Woo-la-ra hill, and the River Walk were all
interesting, and the Camellia industrial area, with its smells and satanic mills, a remarkable
contrast. A quick look at Elizabeth Farm and James Ruse Cottage en route to the ferry wharf
in time for some to catch the 2.30pm Rivercat to Circular Quay, and for others to get to the
railway station, completed the day.
9 - 14 APR – Extended Walk – M333
Blue Breaks
Yerranderie - Tonalli Pass - Tonalli Range - Tonalli Tableland - Maxwells Broken Rock and
Return.
Walk Report:
Navigated from Tonalli Pass to Tonalli Peak where fine views were enjoyed. Camped first
night in ordinary cave in Bob Higgins Ck. 2nd day navigated along Tonalli Tableland camping
on ridge about 5km short of Maxwells Broken Rock. Excellent views from 680 high point to
west of camp but not suitable for camping. 3rd day completed day walk in heavy scrub out to
Maxwell's Broken Rock. Fine views from MBR. Retraced route back to cars at Yerranderie.
Good walk in remote and untouched area.
WEEKEND 10 - 11 APR – Weekend Walk – M222
Q
Upper Grose Valley
Darling Causeway - Engineers Track - Grose River - Victoria Falls Lookout.
Walk Report:
Engineers Track overgrown but clearly visible to Grose River first crossing. 1h30m. Track
gradually disappeared under tangles of lawyer vine making progress very slow. Tried to
descend to river to escape the vines. Ran into sheer riverside cliffs extending parallel to
river. I looked like I had gone 6 rounds with a tiger. 2hrs to cover 1k before reaching clear
ground for lunch at 1PM. Easy descent to river arriving 2PM. Walked in the river but after
about 200m entered boulder field with cascades, upturned large trees at inconvenient angles.
Scrambling, sliding, climbing up and around, wading. Magnificent escarpments fully focussed
so no time to take photos. No level ground for erecting tents. At 4:30 found spaces on both
sides of the river to bivouac under the stars. 3 lucky ones made tent space on end of ridge.
Group spread out over 50 metres so 3 separate camp fires and happy hours. Fortunately no
rain and temperate night.
Sunday: Left 0830 and only walked about 50 metres in the river before entering another
boulder field that dwarfed yesterdays. 250 metres in the next hour. Great route finding by
David Merrick. Invaluable help from David in getting the group through in one piece and
safely.
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Date, Walk Location & Route
Walk Report cont:
Over the boulders the going became much easier and we reached Burra Korain at 1PM. I had
already made the decision to vary the walk and come out at Victoria Falls Lookout. Just
before the top of the ascent a great viewing point of the Grose River Valley with the
afternoon sun on the sandstone cliffs stretching the entire length of the river. Surely one of
the best sights in the Blue Mountains. Everyone up by 3:45. A friendly tourist took the
drivers back to Mt Victoria station where we had left two cars. We used them to collect the
other vehicles from the Darling Causeway and return to the LO. All back at the pub by 5PM to
enjoy a drink and chat.
All the new members walked well despite conditions being tougher than expected. They
remained cheerful, co-operated well and will make good continuing members. 5 of them now
ready to go on to full membership. An exciting and challenging weekend they said.
Stephen’s Comment:
We only completed half the advertised walk over the weekend, definitely S333 per the
standard description in the walks program. There was a 500m climb. 75% was rough footpad or
off track. At times we were negotiating car size rocks requiring handlines, which we did not
have. David and Jeff did a great job finding routes to get the party through and the
prospectives put in a huge effort. Anyone wanting to do this river section requires good river
walking, and rock scrambling skill. Gear needs to be in watertight canyon bags and handlines
necessary. Grose River now supports marine life as I saw six yabbies and others saw fish.
WEEKEND 10-11 APR – Weekend Walk – M222
400m up & down 22km
Kurrajong Area – Lower Grose River
Patterson Range - Browns Ridge - Grose River - Wentworth Cave - Patterson Range.
No Walk Report received
WEEKEND 10-11 APR – Weekend Bush Regeneration Activity and Camping
Coolana
SAT 17 APR – Day Walk – L332
22km
Govetts Valley
Govetts Leap - Pulpit Rock - Perrys Lookdown - Blue Gum Forest - Lockleys Pylon - Blue Gum
Forest - Junction Rock - Govetts Leap.
Walk Report:
Beautiful day saw us heading off around cliff line for Pulpit Rock, great views. Road bash to
Perrys where we did the ‘jelly legs’ descent down to Blue Gum. Quick dash up to De Faurs for
lunch, (we didn’t have enough energy to make it all the way to Lockleys) and then back down
to Blue Gum Forest again. Quick walk out to the bottom of Govetts where the ambience was
somewhat spoilt by a helicopter rescue going on at Bridal Veil Falls. The noise echoed all
through the valley from quite some distance away. I arrived just as the last rescue squad
member was being winched out. And no, they didn’t offer us a lift.
SAT 17 APR – Day Walk – L331
30km
Metropolitan Area – North
Via the Great North Walk. Meet at Cowan station straight off the 8.36 am tr ain and follow
the undulating GNW to Berowra waters, Crossland, Galston gorge and Hornsby.
Walk Report received:
A bunch of experienced walkers met at Cowan station and started walking at about 8.45 am
under a pleasant sun. By 9.30 am, the sunny weather was not pleasant anymore as we were
tackling the first significant hill and the air temperature and humidity made things a bit
muggy. Morning tea was had in Berowra waters and lunch at Crosslands. We arrived in Hornsby
sometimes around 5 pm and raided the closest bakery. A great day of solid walking with a
great group of experienced walkers.
SUN 18 APR – Day Walk – M212
15km
Lawson Area
Two loops around Lawson, one north, one south Lawson - Dante’s Glen- St Michaels Falls Empire Pass - Frederica Falls - Echo Point - Fairy Falls - Lawson - Junction - Adelina –Federal Terrace and Victor Falls - Lawson.
Walk Report:
A beautiful Autumn day to visit some of the lesser known but very scenic waterfalls of the mid
blue mountains. Almost lost the president due to a wrong turning, but found him again –
phew! Missed a turn myself, but the party appreciated the little break till I found it again.
Discovered a great cake shop for lunch, and rounded the day off at the Lapstone Hotel for
dinner, except for those that missed the turn off!

Activity Participants

Frank Hartigan
& Others
Bill Holland
& 2 Others

Melinda Turner
David Trinder
Karen Kool
Hugh Aprees (P)
Tim Yewdall
Garry Morphett
Laurent Billot
Jodie Dixon
Marcia Kaye
Chris Dowling

Vivien de Rémy de
Courcelles
Rod Wales
Alitia Dougall
Christine McColl
Sandra See
Arthur Panopoulos
Lisa Ochs

Linda Tarran
Ron Watters
Patrick McNaught
Caroline Rodgers (P)
Kelvin Cheung (P)
Shahram Landarani
Liz Byrne (P)
Phil Horan (P)
Aoife Thorp (P)
Jacqui Pearse
Bob Eggleton
Kim Bailey
Tony Holgate
Gueza Chavez (P)
Geoff Coleman
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Walks & Other Activities 1 - 30 April 2010 cont.
Date, Walk Location & Route
WEEKEND 17-18 APR – Weekend Walk M222
Q
750m up & down
Wollemi NP
Stony Waterhole - Mellong Creek - Gospers Creek - Long Weeney Creek - Putty Creek Wollemi Creek (Camp) - Hill 445 - Wollemi Creek - Hill 448 - Mellong Creek - Stony
Waterhole.
Walk Report:
The walk went to plan with 6 members and 4 fit prospectives. By judicious use of a couple of
4WD vehicles a good amount of boring firetrail was circumvented so the walk was mostly off
track.
The party moved well along the dry creeks and ridges and up minor cliff lines and
found a nice campsite next to Wollemi Creek for the Saturday night. The following day the
party climbed out from Wollemi Creek and then made good progress along the ridges before
descending for lunch at the Long Weeney Creek/Wollemi Creek junction. From there it was a
relatively short haul back to the vehicles. All prospective members walked very well and will
be valuable additions to the club.
WEEKEND 17-18 APR – Weekend Walk
M222
Q
Megalong Valley
Six foot track - Coxs River - Lower Jenolan Gorge - Breakfast Creek - Carlons.
Report received:
Very enjoyable weekend with great company, perfect weather and much less water than the
previous attempt (see photos of Breakfast creek)
17-26 APR – Extended Walk – Social
Newcastle to Sydney
Great north Walk – End to End.
Walk Report:
Three of us started Saturday ex Newcastle, down the beaches to Glenrock Lagoon & hence to
Lake Macquarie. Visitor, Octavia, retired injured next morning to the rail network with huge
blister, while Karl and George took on steep ascents into the Watagans proper. Joined on Day
3 – 7 by Kenn as we walked and ate our way to Patonga through the Watagans and Brisbane
Waters NP. We were joined for two days by support crew, Clare, at Yarramalong and Mt
Wondabyne (great 360 views). Back to just George and Karl from Brooklyn, till Skye joined us
at Cowan through to Thornleigh (day 8, 9) and Caro joined us Crosslands for the evening.
Finally at Lane Cove HQ we caught another group of E2Eers we had been chasing for 3 days.
What a welcome sight the Woolwich Ferry wharf was and the stunning day to be on the
harbour!! Congratulations to George on an E2E GNW and thanks to Clare for fantastic support
crew duties.
MON 26 APR – Day Walk – M111
15km
Marra Marra National Park
We will start the walk at the locked gate at the end of Bloodwood Road, Arcadia, which is
north of Galston. We will follow the track out onto Coba Ridge, from where we will get great
clifftop views of the wide section of Berowra Creek and its surrounding hills. Return to
Bloodwood Road via the outward route.
Walk Report:
We had 22 people on this walk. The weather was fine and mild, ideal for bushwalking. The
walk is all about two great lookouts. The first is on the clifftops above Collingridge Point
where we had our morning break. The second is two kilometres out along the second section
of the Coba Ridge fire trail, where we had our lunch. From the lookouts we had splendid
views of Berowra Creek and Muogamarra Nature Reserve on the other side. After the walk we
rewarded ourselves with coffee, tea, and milkshakes at Rosie’s Café at Galston.

SAT – MON 23-26 APR – Extended Activity – Medium
Macquarie River
Three day paddle and camping on the Macquarie River from Wellington to Dubbo.
See Magazine article

SAT – MON 23-26 APR – Extended Walk – S233
1100m up & down
Peak to Peak in the Barrington Tops highest at 1586m). This walk traverses the Paterson
range, many undulations
No Walk Report received:
18.

Activity Participants
Bill Hope
Marella Hogan
Cath Mullane
Jim Close (P)
Tom Brennan (P)
Wendy Lippiat
Richard Pattison (P)
Wayne Steele
Stanley Wong
Jodi Griffiths (P)

Sue Bucknell
Christian Vallence
Owen Kimberly
Lynette Coutts
Amanda Miller
Jenni Banks
Lisa Sheldon
Karl Miller
George Molnar
Octavia
Skye O’Donnell
Kenn Clacher
Caro Ryan
Clare Holland

Nigel Weaver
Margaret Weaver
Pamela Irving
Kelvin Mason
Denise Shaw
Julian Martin
Jan Dormor
Rowena Boyd
Michael Bickley
Cecile Bower
Helen Lalas
Gisela Schaupp
Priscilla Chen
Caroline Gong
Jill Buchman
Karl Buchman
Rick Angel
Gueza Charez
Christine Edwards
Karen Brading
Kate Hourigan
William Cogill
Patrick McNaught
Margaret Barrie
Rob Barrie
Ron Watters
Hubert Habicht
Ken Collins
Lisa McCarthy
& Others
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Walks & Other Activities 1 - 30 April 2010 cont.
Date, Walk Location & Route
SAT – MON 23-26 APR – Extended Activity – – L232
Wollemi NP - Navigation training in the wild
Putty Road - Drip Rock - Pass 23 - Angorawa Creek - Colo River - Clews Cave - Drip Rock Putty Road.
Walks Report:
Under the watchful eye of Don the appointed navigation committee for the walk, Tom Dan
and Jodie headed off down the drip rock fire trail to find the track exit point, drip rock (
more a pebble really). We all followed the very, very, very wiggly ridge to take us to pass
23. We found our way down to Angorawa creek to our very comfy camp cave for the
evening. Sue slept out(not sure what she was trying to tell us)
On Sunday we followed Angorawa creek to the junction with the Colo (rain over night, some
slippery spots, wonderful rock slabs closer to the Colo. The Colo crossing was definitely
above the plimsoll line brrrrrrrrrrrrrrr, chilly. We continued down the bank of the Colo, the
pools were too deep to walk in the river, and camped for our second night on a lovely sandy
beach opposite our exit point of Clews short cut.
Monday greeted us with a chilly pack float across the river. The water temperature was
actually warmer that the air We headed up the creek and then east into a saddle. We
continued east down to the junction of two smaller creeks to find our ridge out. Sue, Tom,
Dan and Jodie went off to find Clews cave. We found a cave and if it was Clews cave it
certainly wasn't as good as the one on Angorawa creek. We found our ridge after a bit of
"thrutching" here and there and eventually ended up back on the fire trail and back to the
cars. Great walk, great group
SAT – MON 23-26 APR – Extended Walk – M223
Q
400m up & down
Wollemi / Gardens Of Stone N.P. –Mt. Dawson
Newnes camp ground to Mt. Dawson via Little Capertee Creek and adjoining escarpment.
Sunday exploring the surrounding area. .
Walks Report:
This 3 day trip was very successful. We had 15 starters and all kept up well and enjoyed
the days a great deal. Tony Manes navigated us through this complex country, that he
knows and loves, and we experienced the "Gardens of Stone" rock formations at their best.
We slept in caves below some very large rock formations; they sheltered us from the rain on
Saturday night and Sunday morning. Anzac day did not pass without some words from many
people showing respect and thanks for the people who made sacrifices to pay for our
current freedom and prosperity. The four prospective members performed well and leant
about how good our club walks can be.
Stephen’s comment:
Tony masterfully demonstrated his fantastic knowledge of this area by effortlessly guiding
us to the superb camping overhang area by a complex ridgetop route. He stated that there
must be at least 60 places where you can go wrong. I put this to the test by attempting to
walk out early with Yvonne, and after numerous mistakes gave up being unable to find
where we had climbed up on the walk out after photographing the “lost sister” in an area I
now realise runs east west despite the north south escarpment we were following. So we
dropped down a narrow gully to a pretty fern valley and followed the creeks back to the
car.

Activity Participants
Don Finch
Ros Kerrigan
Jodie Dixon
Rosemary MacDougal
Sue Bucknell
Tom Brennan
Daniel Laver
David Rostron

David Trinder (Leader)
Tony Manes (Navigator)
Melinda Turner
Arthur Panopoulos
David Angell
Stephen Brading
Yvonne Brading
Ian Thorpe
Vicky Presdee
Dennis Trembath
Richard Lowson
Jenni Banks
John Masters
Jim Close
Ian Wolfe

‘Heavy Weight Walking’ – As observed on a recent canyoning weekend!
Any body can carry a ‘light weight’ pack….
But organising a heavy weight pack (or packs!) requires a certain skill.
We are proudly announce that three club members appear to have perfected the art!
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Wild Endurance – 100k Challenge / May 1st and 2nd
Karl Miller
OK, so it wasn’t a club walk but we had so many SBWer’s involved that it might as well have been!! In the
traditions of Oxfam Trailwalker this is a team endurance walk of 100k with a 48 hr time limit. Entrants can
choose to form a 100k, 4 person team or a relay of 2 x 3 persons to do 50k each.
• Helen MacDonald formed an all ladies running team, “Happy Feet”, with the women’s 1st place firmly
in sight but a pre-existing injury to a team member puts that on the back burner.
• “SBW Trekkers”, Pam Campbell, Karen Kool, Tony Montgomery and their relay team had a cunning
plan to camp overnight at CP2 and thereby walk only in daylight (sensible people).
• “SBW Wild Cats” – Sandra See, Marcia Kaye and Jodie Dixon high tailed it to CP2 by nightfall and
handed the baton to Rod, Emmanuelle and Vivien for the night time jaunt.
• Clare Holland likes to be in bed early and joins a running team of young blokes, “iRun” in the hope she
will finish before 2am.
• Andrew Vilder and Rory Fagan have two DNS in their relay team, “Wombats” and elect to walk the first
50k, and then reassess options.
•
Tony Holgate and Karl Miller act as support crew for “Wildcats” and “iRun” respectively.
A grand total of 15 SBW members out there (plus we bumped into parties led by Mark and Jenny, and by Ian
Thorpe coming up Kedumba Pass).

The SBW gang plus our new found
found Koala friend

Dunphys car park
Organised chaos!

Rory on Tarros Ladders’
ladder

At CP1 (26k), Clare, “iRun” looks a little fatigued by the fast pace of her team but she is holding back,
conserving energy and is fine. Neither Happy Feet nor The Wildcats appear before I must move off to fulfil my
support crew duties.
The teams now drop into Jamieson Valley and I don’t relish their climb up Kedumba Pass. CP2 (48k) is at
Queen Vic. Hospital, and support crews lounge around in the sun, before bursting into a few minutes of
frenzied activity as their team arrive. “iRun” comes through in 5th place and we turn them round in 8 minutes,
remembering to check they all have reflective vests and working head torches. “Happy Feet” arrive 8th, 90
minutes later. Captain Helen calls for a longer break to give her injured team mate a chance to recover.
They change into thermals and reflective vests for the cool night ahead, grabbing hot food as they do so. By
the time “Happy Feet” leave 30 mins later, five other 100k teams have also arrived putting pressure on their
8th place. I find Vivien, Emmanuelle and Rod with Tony readying themselves at the CP and just 25 mins later
Sandra, Marcia and Jodie appear out of the darkness. There are teams arriving every couple of minutes now,
so the admin tent is a hive of activity. Rod has neglected to bring a second set of reflective vests, so the
baton change is somewhat delayed as vest are swapped, but the news that “Happy Feet” are just 30 mins
ahead spurs Rod, Emmanuelle and Vivien out of the CP quickly. Half an hour later “Wombats”, Andrew Vilder
and Rory Fagan arrive after “the best hot lunch of the event” at CP1 and decide to withdraw from the event.
A further half hour and SBW “Trekkers” appear and settle into their camp for the night.
Reaching CP3 (83k) at Wentworth Falls car park, “iRun” is ecstatic. They are struggling with fatigue and
blisters but have moved into 3rd place and are eager to tackle the last 17k. Later, Helen’s “Happy Feet” have
just arrived at CP3 when Rod, Emmanuelle and Vivien emerge from the darkness grinning from ear to ear that
they have caught “Happy Feet” napping.
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Wild Endurance – 100k Challenge / May 1st and 2nd cont.
Final Placings
• iRun – 16:36, 3rd 100k team, 1st Mixed 100k, 1st female home in 100k
• Happy Feet – 19:59, 5th 100k team, 1st Female team in 100k
• SBW Wild Cats – 20:07, 9th Relay team
• SBW Trekkers – 34:08, 26th Relay team
• Wombats – Withdrew at 48k
Congratulations to everyone that took part. Despite fatigue and blisters you all appeared to have a great time
out there.

Sydney Bushwalkers Wild Cats / Wild Endurance Team 2010
By Jodie Dixon
The relay team completed the 100kms in 20 hours and 7 mins, a result we are all thrilled with. Sandra See,
Marcia Kaye and Jodie Dixon set off from Dunphy’s car park at 8:00am with Sandra running out in front. We
weren’t sure if she was just trying to get out in front or if she was joining one of the running teams. Thanks to
Marcia’s amazing walking stride we caught up to her on the ridge up to Taros (thankfully no waiting.)
Narrowneck was cloudy and we got to the gate in about 1 hour 45mins. We walked into check point 1 just after
1pm where Tony and our night cats were there cheering us on.
Section 2, 22kms from Katoomba oval to Queen Victoria hospital took us 4 hour and 22 mins a personal best for
all of us. We had set ourselves the goal of 10 hours and got there just after 6. Well done the day cats
At checkpoint 2, the night cats took over and boy did they move! Vivien de Remy de Courcelles, Emmanuelle
Convert and Rod Wales make up the night team. Section 3 cover 35kms including Kings tableland road,
Anderson fire trail and Ingar fire trail and making your way to Wentworth Falls picnic area. The night cats
completed this leg in 5 hours and 54 mins an amazing time. What was in the pasta they had for dinner? The
average time for this leg is over 7 hours. They dragged us out of bed earlier than expected, one of us heading
to the checkpoint in their pj’s. The team reached the finish at Katoomba oval just after 4 am, with a couple of
sets of sore knees but big smiles on their faces. The 17th team to cross the line (the 9th relay team)
A great result and the most important thing we carried the SBW spirit of camaraderie and supporting one
another to the finish line. We also reached our fundraising goal of $2400(thanks Marcia our fund raising
champion) so we can enter again next year?
Thanks Tony Holgate for being our wonderful support person and to those SBW members who sponsored us.

Tired, but happy Wild Cats at finish line

Invitation to attend opening of restored Dr Forbes Hut
Ian Wolfe
On behalf of the National Parks & Wildlife Service and the Kosciuszko Huts Association we would like to invite
you to the opening of Dr Forbes hut. The date for the opening is 12:00 noon on the 14th May 2010.
We will be meeting at the start of the road into Geehi camping area, off the Alpine Way at 10:30am on the
14th May. A 4WD vehicle is required to drive to the hut; some spaces/car pooling may be available if you
haven’t got a 4WD.
Morning tea will be provided, please bring your own lunch. To assist us with catering/transport, would you
please advise Megan Bowden of your acceptance and transportation requirements.
02-69477016 or email megan.bowden@environment.nsw.gov.au
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The Midweek Walkers
The Mid Week Walkers are an informal gathering of people in SBW who find the time to enjoy walking,
cycling, kayaking during the quiet times of the week when others are working hard to support us.
The range of activities caters for all abilities with emphasis on a more relaxed style of walking. Some
even prefer to spend at least part of the time back at base reading, bird watching or just relaxing in the
outdoors. In most cases you can join us for all or any part of the Monday to Friday events, but we need
to know you are coming. If you would like to be added to our Midweek Walkers mailing list please let me
know by contacting Bill Holland 4296 3084 or by email to billholland@bigpond.com

Our recent visit to Tombara went well. Jim Percy has a report elsewhere in this magazine. Eleven attended
(plus a one day visit by Fran and me) with members kayaking and walking in very interesting country –well worth
a return visit.
The visit to Wilsons Promontory has been cancelled. There was limited interest and it was just too difficult to
organise in the time available. Perhaps we can schedule it later. However, some other suggestions are listed
below and I would like to have your comments.
Each of the suggestions are for the second or third week of the month but timing may have to change depending
on school holidays and availability. As I will have to commit to a firm date and pay a significant deposit, I am
looking for firm indications of interest for any of all of the suggestions.
First, in either May or June we have for the possibility of going to
Gradys Riverside Retreat (near Yalwal area). This is on a beautiful
stretch of river surrounded by farms and unspoilt wilderness.
Most of this section of the river cuts a deep gorge through the
Morton National Park, so you will be surrounded by picturesque
mountains as you leisurely paddle down or up the river. Or,
explore many wonderful bush tracks and trails heading off all
over the place. Likely cost: $25 - $35 per night depending on
numbers
An alternative is Singletons Retreat located on the Hawkesbury River
approximately 16 kms downriver from Wiseman's Ferry on the
Sydney side of Sentry Box Reach. The Cottage was built in about
1865 on one of the first settled properties in this part of the
Hawkesbury River. It is set in private and secluded surroundings with
waterfront access from its doorstep on 40 acres of arable to natural
bushland and adjoins Marra Marra National Park making it ideal for
bushwalkers birdwatchers and naturalists. The Cottage has all the
facilities and appliances a modern home could provide without the
loss of its yesteryear character. Likely cost: around $50 per night
depending on numbers
In July or August a suggestion is for the “River Valley Lodge”. The
lodge is situated in the historic Macdonald Valley at the estuary of
the Macdonald and Hawkesbury Rvers. This secluded country lodge
with river frontage is nestled at the foot of majestic sandstone hills.
Another suggestion for about this time is the “Villa Paradise” at Myola. This is in a nice and quiet, one-street
village on the beautiful Jervis Bay. Here is where the road ends and where the Currambene Creek flows into the
bay. The house is modern and comfortable and is surrounded by beautiful bush. The bay and the creek are fantastic
places for all sorts of water sport activities and give the opportunity to explore the rest of the beautiful Jervis Bay
area. Likely cost: around $25 per night depending on numbers
Looking further ahead and into spring weather some suggestions are:
Newnes Cabins: A return to this lovely area and the comfortable cabins
Yalwal: Stay at the campground and explore the old gold mining area
New England National Park: Hopefully, we can get the “Residence” at Banksia Point again. We were
last here in 2006
Please let me know if you are interested in any or all of the above.
Bill Holland (billholland@bigpond.com)
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Training Events
Comprehensive Remote Area First Aid Courses 2010
The BWRS is holding a number of Comprehensive Remote Area First Aid Courses this year. The date and
location for the next course is:

October 9th, 10th and 23rd, 24th at Berrima Scout Camp
For information and registration visit the BWRS Web Site at: http://www.bwrs.org.au/?q=remote-area-first-aid
For more information contact:
TEL: (02) 4225 3580 David or Merri Sheppard or Email: shepparddavid1@bigpond.com

Winter Social Program
Kathy Gero

ALL MEETINGS ARE HELD AT THE KIRRIBILLI NEIGHBOURHOOD CENTRE
AT 8pm UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED.
May 19 / 8pm
The Forgotten Majority - Are They Hiding?
Len Willan, an entomologist and bushwalker, will enthral you with his bushwalker's look at insects.
August 18 / 3pm

Ecotraining Guides

Join Mark Hutchinson, Director of EcoTraining Australia, for a discussion on reconnecting with nature,
conservation through education and raising the guiding standards in Australia.
Founded in 1993 in South Africa, Mark brought Ecotraining to Australia in 2007 with the aim to develop
professional field guides for the growing nature based tourism market in Australia. With a bush training facility
on the Western border of Kakadu National Park, and mobile training facilities with the capability to train at
any remote location in Australia, Ecotraining provides the only hands on, practical guide training in the
country.
So come and join Mark for a presentation on how these immersive, 28 day bush camps are helping to improve
the guiding standards in Australia, and how this is enhancing the outdoor experience for all nature
enthusiasts. And with plans to expand into the Blue Mountains region, Mark also wants to hear your thoughts
how we can work together to provide a more enriching experience for all Bushwalkers.

COME AND SUPPORT OUR GUEST SPEAKERS!

Special Attention Leaders
In submitting walks reports electronically please address your emails to:walksreporting@sbw.org.au
bradingfamily123@optusnet.com.au
databasemanager@sbw.org.au
This ensures that the 5 people who take action on Walks Reports receive them promptly.
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